
BRONCO TECH

rom time to time you find your mind wandering, spawning an idea
that makes even people that don’t know you question your sanity.

This is one of those ideas.
It all started at SOB 5 when the wife says “those Bronco trailers

are cute, I would like to have one”. I’m thinking “ya right”, sounds
like a lot of work for a little dinky, trailer, and who needs cute!” 

So to make a long story short, a few years later she calls me at
work to tell me that there is a $50 ’66 Bronco “carcass” advertised in
the Nickel Ads, 55 miles from where I work, and that she fully
expects me to be the first one there.

That is when I realized that if I was going to retain my dignity I
either couldn’t be the first one there, or must do better than “cute”. 
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1After getting it home, removing the
vines, trash and old parts it was time to

start cutting. The goal was to remove any-
thing that was not needed for the trailer,
and remove any rust or metal damaged
beyond repair, for future replacement. 

2Upon disassembly it was decided that a
lighter weight more functional frame

would be needed. The frame was made
from 2" X 3" 0.125 mild steel tube and built
to the same width as a stock Bronco frame,
with an adjustable length tongue that can
be removed and inserted in the rear of the
trailer so that it could be towed backwards
out of a tight spot. 

4The next step was to fabricate a suitable
axle. This was done by using the spindles

from a Dana-30 front axle, aligning and
welding to a 3" X 3" X 3/16" piece of square
tube, making sure that the width would be
the same as stock. A stub axle was welded
into each of the spindles so that when the
hubs on the trailer are turned to “lock” they
will serve as a parking brake. 

3The spring hangers mounted
outboard with custom brack-

ets, stock shackles, and a modi-
fied stock spring pack. After all of
the brackets, hangers, and assort-
ed mounting points were welded
to the frame it was taken to
Galvanizers Co. in Portland
Oregon where it was hot-dip gal-
vanized. The process includes hot-
tank cleaning and being dipped
in a vat of molten zinc, this allows
the inside of the tubes to coated
as well. The cost for the galva-
nization was less than having it
powder coated, and included the
frame and a bunch of other hard-
ware, a pretty good deal when
you consider that this is one of
the most effective ways to protect
metal. The main drawback is it
can only be done on clean metal.
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Stay tuned, next issue:
Accessory mounting, 

body and paint

7Work on the tub proceeded slowly, sand-
blasting areas where rusted metal needed

to be replaced or new structure needed to be
added. Replacement body parts and flares
were mocked-up at this time. After it looked
as if everything would fit, the tub was taken
to Gary’s Automotive in Keizer Oregon to be
completely bead blasted. 

6After the frame was completed it was time to figure out how to hitch it to the tow
Bronco. It was determined that a standard trailer hitch was not going to allow

the required articulation for real trail use, and a pintel hitch was too noisy. I could
have used a universal type of hitch like the type used for flat towing cars behind
motor homes but their strength at extreme angles was suspect.

At that point I decided to build my own universal type hitch assembly. I start-
ed with 12" of receiver tubing, 3/8" X 3" cold-rolled steel bar stock, 1 1/8" DOM tub-
ing for spacers and 3/4" grade 8 bolts with ny-lock nuts with a 1" grade 8 bolt for
the center pivot. The hitch assembly was galvanized with the frame and a grease
zerk was added during assembly to keep it working smoothly.”

9With the tub sitting on the
frame and the wheels on the

axles it was time to permanently
attach the new quarter panel from
Jeff’s Bronco Graveyard, and weld
on the flares. 

8As soon as the tub arrived home it was
sprayed with epoxy sealer to prevent any

flash rusting of the fresh metal. 
10Once the grinding and 

welding was done the new
sheet metal and bottom of the tub
was seam-sealed then sprayed
with a urethane seam-sealer /
undercoating.

5The axle was hung on a pair of stock
Bronco springs with the two smallest

leaves removed and attached using new
urethane bushings from Tom’s Bronco parts
and two Rancho RSX 17008 shocks.

   


